Continental GT Speed (W12) WLTP drive cycle: fuel consumption, mpg (l/100km) – Combined 20.6 (13.7). Combined CO₂ Emissions – 311 g/km.
Every inch an icon.

Every part of your Bentley Continental is carefully considered and expertly crafted. We believe any accessories you add should be just as exclusive. That’s why we created the Bentley accessories range: a selection of specially chosen features, all bearing the unmistakable stamp of Bentley.

Whatever accessories you decide upon, you can be confident they will enhance your car and elevate the whole experience of drive.

Discover more at BentleyMotors.com

ContinentaGTC Mulliner (W12) WLTP drive cycle: fuel consumption, mpg (l/100km) – Combined 20.0 (14.1). Combined CO₂ Emissions – 320 g/km.
Uniquely Bentley, uniquely you.

With its sweeping lines and arresting silhouette, the Continental expresses the very essence of Bentley design. Now you can make it just as uniquely yours, with our choice of exterior accessories – enabling you to express the person you are through the car you drive.

Continental GT (W12) WLTP drive cycle: fuel consumption, mpg (l/100km) – Combined 23.3 (12.1). Combined CO₂ Emissions – 275 g/km.
Continental GTC Speed (W12) WLTP drive cycle: fuel consumption, mpg (l/100km) – Combined 20.0 (14.1). Combined CO₂ Emissions – 320 g/km.
Styling Specification.

This package adds carefully considered touches like front splitter, rear boot lid spoiler and diffuser, and branded side sills. All finished in specially commissioned, high-gloss, black carbon-fibre. It comes together to give added presence on the road.

Continental GTC S (V8) WLTP drive cycle:
- fuel consumption, mpg (l/100km) – Combined 26.4 (10.7). Combined CO₂ Emissions – 284 g/km.
Continental GT Speed (W12) WLTP drive cycle: fuel consumption, mpg (l/100km) – Combined 20.6 (13.7). Combined CO₂ Emissions – 311 g/km.
Blackline Specification.

Adding a range of darker accents to the exterior, from the headlights to the rear lights, the Blackline Specification gives your Continental an even more commanding look.

The imposing presence of your car is further heightened by replacing exterior chrome features with black-painted brightware. Features such as:

1. Door handle inserts
2. Headlamp surrounds
3. Rear lamp surrounds and dark tint rear lamps
4. Tailpipes
5. Number plate surround
6. Lower body trim
7. Side window surround

Continental GT Speed (W12) WLTP drive cycle: fuel consumption, mpg (l/100km) – Combined 20.6 (13.7). Combined CO₂ Emissions – 311 g/km.
Bumper Grilles.

Sometimes, the subtlest features stand out the most. Take these bright chrome bumper grilles: an eye-catching addition that will ensure your car looks all the more striking.

Continental GT Azure (V8) WLTP drive cycle: fuel consumption, mpg (l/100km) – Combined 23.3 (12.1). Combined CO₂ Emissions – 275 g/km.
Red Brake Callipers.

Typically understated and expertly engineered, these brake callipers lend an unmistakable character to your Bentley. With a distinctive accent of red, they hint at all the performance and stopping power that lies within.

Continental GTC S (V8) WLTP drive cycle: fuel consumption, mpg (l/100km) – Combined 26.4 (10.7). Combined CO₂ Emissions – 284 g/km.
The finishing touches.

Sometimes the smallest details say the most. That’s why when it comes to personalising your Bentley, we’ve thought of everything. From the big enhancements down to the finest finishing touches.

**Jewelled Fuel Filler Cap**

It doesn’t get much more personal than this. The jewelled fuel filler cap is a small yet beautiful touch for your Bentley — even if you’re the only one who knows it’s there.

**Chrome Oil Filler Cap**

Exclusive details extend to every part of your Bentley — even here, beneath the bonnet. This chrome oil filler cap demonstrates the exceptional lengths we go to, ensuring there’s great design to match the workmanship of your car.
LED Welcome Lights.
The perfect start or end to your journey. Our welcome lights use a small but powerful LED light to project the Bentley wings logo onto the ground as you step in or out of your Continental.
Say it your way.

The interior of your Bentley says a lot about you – from the materials and stitching of the upholstery, to the design and finish of the cabin. That’s why we’ve developed a range of interior accessories that are even more personal, so you can add your unique signature to your Continental.

Continental GTC Speed (W12) WLTP drive cycle: fuel consumption, mpg (l/100km) – Combined 20.0 (14.1). Combined CO₂ Emissions – 320 g/km.
State of the art, yet utterly timeless.

Diamond knurling bezel clock
This analogue clock represents all the rich heritage that lies behind your Continental. We use innovative materials, precision engineering and the ultimate in quality control when we create this unique timepiece.

Sports pedals
Invoke a century of racing heritage with the beautifully crafted sports pedals. With raised bosses, the enhanced grip ensures you stay connected to your Bentley and the open road.

Continental GT Speed (W12) WLTP drive cycle: fuel consumption, mpg (l/100km) – Combined 20.6 (13.7). Combined CO₂ Emissions – 311 g/km.
Child Seats.

Safeguarding the next generation. Available in hard-wearing black cloth, there is an option to suit even your youngest passengers.

Please note, this product isn’t available in the USA, China, Australia, New Zealand, Kazakhstan, Taiwan and United Arab Emirates, but if you would like to inquire please consult your Bentley retailer for regional applicability.
For every journey.

We think the most practical parts of your Bentley should look and feel as elegant as any other. With these protective accessories, form follows function in every aspect of your car:

• Heavy Duty Boot Mat
• Heavy Duty Floor Mats
• Deep Pile Floor Mats
• Battery Charger and Conditioner
• Tyre Cradles
• Car Covers

Continental GTC Speed (W12) WLTP drive cycle: fuel consumption, mpg (l/100km) – Combined 20.0 (14.1). Combined CO₂ Emissions – 320 g/km.
Protecting what matters.

Life can be tough on certain areas of your car. Our boot and floor mats are specially designed to fit your model, providing added protection from everyday wear and tear.

Heavy duty boot mat

Whether you’re loading a set of golf clubs or heavy items of luggage for family holiday, ensure your boot has all the protection it needs.

Heavy duty floor mats

Wet feet, muddy shoes, even muddy paws... whatever they come up against, ensure the carpets of your Bentley remain pristine with our specially designed floor mats.

Continental GT Speed (W12) WLTP drive cycle: fuel consumption, mpg (l/100km) – Combined 20.6 (13.7). Combined CO₂ Emissions – 311 g/km.
Added extras.

Your Bentley deserves nothing less than the best protection inside and out. Our protective accessories work together to keep your Bentley as pristine as the day you bought it.

Deep pile floor mats
As practical as they are luxurious, these deep pile floor mats take the comfort in your Continental to the next level. Available in a range of colours.

Battery charger and conditioner
Even if your battery is completely exhausted, this compact battery charger and conditioner can fully replenish it. So you’re ready for any journey you need to make.

Tyre cradles
If you won’t be using your Bentley for a while, these are the ideal way to protect your tyres. Providing added support while your car is parked up, they help to prevent flat spots and damage from developing.
Car Covers.

Whether you store your car indoors or outside, there is a car cover to suit your needs. These car covers are available in a choice of black or silver. Indoor covers are specially designed to protect your car from dust and debris, while our outdoor covers provide unrivalled protection from the elements.

Continental GTC Speed (W12) WLTP drive cycle: fuel consumption, mpg (l/100km) – Combined 20.0 (14.1). Combined CO₂ Emissions – 320 g/km.
Designed to be driven.

As beautiful as your Continental is to look at, it’s made above all to be driven. You’ll have everything you need for the road ahead with this set of authentic Bentley touring accessories:

- Boot Net
- Tyre Repair Kit
- Spare Wheel with Bag
- Wheel Bag

Continental GTC Speed (W12) WLTP drive cycle: fuel consumption, mpg (l/100km) – Combined 20.0 (14.1). Combined CO₂ Emissions – 320 g/km.
Boot Net.

To stop loose items of luggage bouncing or rolling around, secure them with this convenient boot net that’s made for the dimensions of your Continental.

Continental GTC Speed (W12) WLTP drive cycle: fuel consumption, mpg (l/100km) – Combined 20.0 (14.1). Combined CO₂ Emissions – 320 g/km.
Essential for every journey.

Our touring accessories help you get even more from your Continental. Between them, they cover every eventuality – some are there to protect your vehicle, while others will get you safely back on the road in the event of an emergency.

Spare wheel with bag
Invaluable in an emergency. In case of a puncture, get your Bentley back on the road with this complete spare wheel.

Wheel bag
The perfect place to keep your spare wheel. After a tyre change, simply put the damaged tyre and wheel in the bag to prevent damage to any other items in the boot.

Tyre repair kit
With this handy kit, a flat tyre needn’t slow you down. If you have a minor puncture, you can quickly and easily re-inflate or repair it with this canister and compressor set.
Rain or shine, it’s ready.

When the temperature dips, your standards shouldn’t. That’s why we’ve created our own special range of winter accessories, made with the same care and attention to detail as your Continental:

Spikes-Spider™

Winter Rims and Tyres

Continental GT Speed (W12) WLTP drive cycle: fuel consumption, mpg (l/100km) – Combined 20.6 (13.7). Combined CO₂ Emissions – 311 g/km.
Weather-beating accessories.

Winter shouldn’t stop you from enjoying your Continental. With our specially selected accessories, you can drive with complete confidence, whatever the weather. The range has been specially tested and developed to suit all types of extreme conditions, whether driving through heavy snow, on compacted ice or in freezing rain.

Spikes-Spider™

A modern spin on the tried-and-tested snow chain, Spikes-Spider™ offers superb traction and safety in the toughest conditions.

Winter rims and tyres

In colder weather, the performance of your tyres can begin to suffer, as can your stopping distance. These tyres are designed to improve performance when temperatures dip below 7°C and give you the high level of safety you expect.